Police officers and staff are faced with complex challenges every day – testing their:

- speed and accuracy of decision-making
- emotional intelligence and empathy
- and their ability to keep both the Public and themselves safe.

Virtual Reality offers an unprecedented opportunity to train police officers and staff… moving beyond classroom training to immersive experiences ….regardless of where those officers are located….Revolutionising how they are trained, reducing levels of abstraction and cost whilst enhancing the quality and realism of the learning experience.

With Accenture’s customizable Virtual Reality Learning Programme participants don’t just watch a situation unfold, they experience it and drive outcomes through their own actions….which are tracked throughout the program to enable constructive feedback when the training is complete.

This advanced learning programme combines:

- 360 degree filming
- Natural Language Processing
- AND Conversational AI

In a new and unique way. - to create a truly immersive, impactful and lasting Learning EXPERIENCE.